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In physics (in particular in statistical mechanics), the Maxwellâ€“Boltzmann distribution is a particular
probability distribution named after James Clerk Maxwell and Ludwig Boltzmann.. It was first defined and
used for describing particle speeds in idealized gases, where the particles move freely inside a stationary
container without interacting with one another, except for very brief ...
Maxwellâ€“Boltzmann distribution - Wikipedia
The viscosity of a fluid is the measure of its resistance to gradual deformation by shear stress or tensile
stress. For liquids, it corresponds to the informal concept of "thickness": for example, syrup has a higher
viscosity than water. Viscosity is the property of a fluid which opposes the relative motion between two
surfaces of the fluid that are moving at different velocities.
Viscosity - Wikipedia
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Introduzione. Il concetto fu introdotto da Eulero nel suo libro Theoria motus corporum solidorum seu
rigidorum nel 1765.Il momento d'inerzia di un corpo rispetto a un dato asse descrive quanto Ã¨ difficile
cambiare il suo moto angolare attorno al proprio asse.
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